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This essay concerns the peculiar dilemmas of criminalization for women. Women, and I am deliberately essentializing¹ here, are constantly policed, in ways ranging from the monitoring of motherhood to the criminalization of prostitution. This policing may be through the criminal law, civil law, or it may be done more subtly through cultural attitudes that devalue women’s work² yet simultaneously encourage women to do that work.³ While criminalization may serve an important cultural and societal function, it may also obscure the underlying problems that lead to the need for criminalization. Yet, a failure to
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criminalize may also represent tacit (or explicit) approval of the underlying behavior.

The dilemma of criminalization appears in a variety of contexts related to issues that disproportionately impact women. The most obvious issue, perhaps, is domestic violence. But there are a series of other contexts in which criminalization poses complicated problems. A pregnant woman's body is subject to a multitude of prohibitions, ranging from very public warnings about the effects of alcohol and tobacco on the developing fetus, to prosecution for drug use during pregnancy. Mothers are prosecuted for child abuse and child neglect, including a failure to prevent further abuse or neglect by another person, including their batterers. Because women are so closely identified with their children, they are treated particularly harshly for alleged crimes against their children. Within heterosexual relationships, women are still presumed to be sexually available: marital rape consistently carries a lower legal penalty than does stranger rape, and date rape is often treated less seriously than stranger rape. On the other hand, statutory rape is punished based simply on the girl's age. Women are unable to sell their bodies for sex. While this prohibition may be a good thing, the ability to do so is a sign of control over


6. See generally SUSAN ESTRICH, REAL RAPE (1987) (examining the law's treatment of “simple rape cases” such as marital rape and date rape and arguing that the law punishes women for the failure to recognize “simple rape” as “real rape”); Katharine Baker, Sex, Rape, and Shame, 79 B.U. L. REV. 663 (1999) (suggesting the use of shame-inducing sanctions to alter the meaning of non-violent, non-consensual sex from sex to rape).

women's bodies. Women are criminally precluded from many forms of sexual relationships with other women.

These are varied contexts, but they are unified because they illustrate the special impact of the criminal law on women. Moreover, although they may affect and reflect gendered behavior, their impact is felt by women themselves. The criminalization of some of these activities leads to women's subordination; a failure to criminalize other activities has also contributed to women's subordination.

Additional failures of the criminal justice system, while not explicitly focused on women, have a disproportionate impact on women. The failure to enforce child support obligations affects women far more than men; women are almost six times more likely than men to be custodial parents. Parental kidnapping laws, which provide for lesser penalties than do stranger kidnapping laws, again disproportionately affect women because they are more likely to serve as the custodial parent. Not considering a defendant's parenting responsibilities disproportionately affects women; one study reports that children of men in prison are "overwhelmingly cared for by the children's mothers; when women go to prison, their children are cared for by the fathers in only about one third of the cases." The question of criminalization/decriminalization is particularly complex for marginalized communities. The criminalization of domestic violence has resulted in more Black men going to jail. As a result, many African American women have expressed their reluc-

---

10. The mothering-related crimes assume gendered (and often raced and classed) behavior, but it is women who are affected. For a discussion of the complexities of "gender" versus "sex," see generally Mary Ann Case, Disaggregating Gender from Sex and Sexual Orientation: The Effeminate Man in the Law and Feminist Jurisprudence, 105 Yale L.J. 1 (1995) (arguing that a distinction between "gender" and "sex" prevents the use of gender discrimination based on traditionally feminine values as a substitute for sex discrimination).
11. Federal Interagency Forum on Child and Family Statistics, America's Children: Key National Indicators of Well-Being 7 (1999). In 1998, 23% of children lived with their mothers, while 4% lived with their fathers. See id.
tance to use the police lest they betray the community. As my co-panelist Jenny Rivera has pointed out, “Latinas face the precarious, often untenable situation of the ‘double bind’—empowerment through the disempowerment of a male member of the community.” Moreover, the racist nature of the criminal justice system leads, more generally, to the disproportionate prosecution of Black men.

While the civil justice system adjudicates claims between parties, the criminal justice system involves state power against the defendant. As such, it is supposed to express general judgments about the wrongfulness of the defendant’s conduct. Criminal law makes behavior into a crime against the state—it converts family abuse into a misdemeanor or a felony. It is truly fascinating to read articles by non-critical theorists who seem to accept, uncritically, the norm-setting nature of criminal law. Because not all criminal laws are equally enforced, the mere legal conclusion of criminality does not mean that society’s power is brought to bear on the crime. Thus people quite frequently engage in various forms of criminal behavior. Indeed, it is the failure of the criminal justice system to address domestic violence crimes that lead, in large part, to the development of civil protection orders.

While the criminal justice system continues to establish certain base-
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13. “In the participants’ views, the situation was simple and clear: the police were not helpful, that it was risky to involve them, and that using them was disloyal to the community in almost all circumstances.” The African American Task Force on Violence Against Women, A Response to Violence Against Women in Central Harlem 38 (1998).


16. See Victoria Nourse, Where Violence, Relationship, and Equality Meet: The Violence Against Women Act’s Civil Rights Remedy, 11 Wis. Women’s L.J. 1, 5 n.20 (1996) (“Judgments of ‘wrongfulness’ have a habit of dispelling our sense of ‘privacy’ . . . We no longer call ‘private’ that which we have decided is wrong . . .”).

17. “The law is, rather, a vehicle by which the community debates, tests, and ultimately settles upon and expresses its norms. . . . We have seen the process at work recently in enhancing prohibitory norms against sexual harassment, hate speech, drunk driving, and domestic violence.” Paul H. Robinson & John M. Darley, The Utility of Desert, 91 Nw. U. L. REV. 453, 473 (1997).


19. See Hanna, No Right to Choose, supra note 3, at 1877; Deborah Epstein, Effective Intervention In Domestic Violence Cases: Rethinking the Roles of Prosecutors, Judges, and the Court System, 11 Yale J.L. & Feminism 3, 11-13 (1999); Siegel, supra note 3, at 2171.
line moral judgments, it is a crude means for recognizing women's needs. To the extent that the law is based on community and public norms developed through public consensus, it does not and cannot reflect the needs of outsider groups.\textsuperscript{20} Where social groups are unequal, regardless of the existence of legal discrimination, it is difficult for those groups to influence policy.\textsuperscript{21}

The criminal route also serves to give control to the state. Where sensitivity to women is not a real priority, women can sacrifice control, getting little support in return.\textsuperscript{22} Finally, many of the assumptions underlying criminal law are "nonneutral."\textsuperscript{23} Thus, instead of the criminal justice system alone, we need to use more affirmative and civil supports for women.

Consequently, there are problems with making arguments to criminalize or decriminalize these various aspects of women's lives. At one level, for the reasons I have just discussed, we need to question the use of the criminal justice system itself.\textsuperscript{24} Assuming we have decided to use the criminal justice system, then it is tempting to use various morally-based claims with respect to women's issues as a way of emphasizing how the criminal justice system has failed to respond to women. Such claims might include: (1) women's rights to control their own bodies as a basis for decriminalizing prostitution;\textsuperscript{25} (2) women's connection and responsibility for children as a basis for decriminalizing abuse and neglect; and (3) women's rights to live safely as a basis for further criminalization of violence against women. Many of these arguments are absolutely critical in ending women's subordination.

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{20} See Nancy Fraser, \textit{Justice Interruptus: Critical Reflections on the "Post-socialist" Condition} 69-98 (1997).
\item \textsuperscript{21} See id. at 78 (citing Jane Mansbridge, \textit{Feminism and Democracy, in American Prospect} 127 (Spring 1990)).
\item \textsuperscript{22} See generally Rivera, supra note 14 (discussing mandatory arrest policies' failure to empower women). See Hanna, \textit{No Right to Choose}, supra note 3, at 1865, 1869-77; see also Linda Mills, \textit{Killing Her Softly: Intimate Abuse and the Violence of State Intervention}, 113 Harv. L. Rev. 550, 554 (1999) [hereinafter Mills, \textit{Killing Her Softly}] (discussing how the state can inflict emotional abuse on battered women).
\item \textsuperscript{23} See Victoria Nourse, \textit{Passion's Progress: Modern Law Reform and The Provocation Defense}, 106 Yale L.J. 1331, 1389 n.349 (1997). Professor Nourse also argues that, in the context of the defense of extreme emotional distress, advocates of that defense in criminal law simply cannot understand that the law is not neutral. See id. at 1368-83; Nancy S. Erickson, \textit{Sex Bias In Law School Courses: Some Common Issues}, 38 J. Legal Educ. 101, 107 (1988).
\item \textsuperscript{24} See Paul Butler, \textit{Retribution, for Liberals}, 46 UCLA L. Rev. 1873, 1880-91 (1999).
\item \textsuperscript{25} See, e.g., Hirshman & Larson, supra note 8, at 288-89 (proposing decriminalization and the use of labor laws instead); Norma Jean Almodovar, \textit{For Their Own Good: The Results of the Prostitution Laws as Enforced by Cops, Politicians and Judges}, 10 Hastings Women's L.J. 119 (1999) (arguing for the repeal of prostitution laws because of their exploitation of women).
\end{itemize}
But each of them must be used carefully and contextually, with full recognition of the counter-arguments.

Women's moral self has a strong historical resonance. Throughout the nineteenth century, women claimed a special set of virtues lacking in men to explain their limited activism outside the domestic sphere. The activism that encompassed "women's issues." The Cult of True Womanhood urged them to perform domestic activities both within and outside of their homes. The gendered appeal to morality serves both to empower and confine. Indeed, reliance on women's special morality is, of course, potentially both beneficial and dangerous and is a vibrant topic in feminist jurisprudence.

I will briefly discuss only one of the issues concerning criminalization today, the women/children tension. At the end of the paper, I will return to other contexts beyond the criminalization of mothering which point to the particular concerns of women within the criminal justice system.

My focus is on problems with claims of morality when it comes to women's connection to children. Are women specially connected? What about children's rights? What about Black men in jail? I thus want to consider briefly the interests of two marginalized groups: women and children, and discuss the points of tension between their interests. Cultural middle-class norms expect all women to be primarily responsible for their children. The criminal justice system supports this norm by criminalizing the abusive and neglectful behavior of parents, penalizing mothers particularly harshly. There is, in accord with the themes of this panel, a subtle paradox: failure to protect children leads to children's subordination, while penalizing mothers furthers their subordination: (1) by criminalizing actions that are not crimes, for example, child neglect when the neglect is based on poverty; (2) by


perpetuating the norm that women are, in fact, peculiarly responsible for children; and (3) by sending more women of color through the prosecution system. The abuse and neglect system disproportionately prosecutes poor women and women of color because they are the ones most likely to come into contact with the child protection system. I will first set out this dilemma, and then discuss means for addressing the dilemma.

Many feminists have addressed the tensions in feminist theory between women and children in abusive families. As Mary Becker has explained the problem, "[s]everal dichotomies make it difficult to deal with a mother's complex relationships with her children, particularly abused children . . . . One is the good mother-bad mother dichotomy. These problems are further complicated by biases based on class and race."29 In dealing with this complex situation, however, we have tended to focus on how women's and children's needs intersect in trying to escape an abusive situation rather than on how they may differ.30 Although feminist theory is uncomfortable with child abuse because of the challenge it poses to feminist images of women,31 focusing on how the interests of women and children are similar provides one method of resolving this dilemma. And many feminists have focused on the abuse that women face as one means of explaining their behavior towards their children. But I want to push this dialogue further and talk about how women's and children's needs may differ. When women not in a battering relationship batter their children, or even when women in a battering relationship batter their children—how culpable should they be? How much do we want to rely on women's special connection to their children?

30. See id. at 17.
The reality is that women are primarily responsible for children—women are the primary caretakers of children. Women are encouraged (or coerced) by our culture to this role; performing this role serves many purposes. It may serve as either resistance or conformity, depending on the context. When women do child care, the following three consequences result: (1) the work actually gets done; (2) the work is perpetuated as "feminine"; and (3) women performing it reinforces their identity as a mother. Thus, not as an inevitability but as a cultural artifact, women are seen as the responsible parties.

Professor Becker, among others, has written eloquently of this connection between mother and child. Given the strength of the cultural conditioning, we do want to account for this apparently special connection between mothers and children (or parents and children, where the primary caretaker is not a woman).

A recent study in Denver found that severe head trauma was less likely to be recognized in young white children from intact families—that is, children from Black and single-parent families were most likely to be diagnosed as victims of child abuse, even when children from other family forms experienced this abuse. This study shows several different things. First of all, there is severe abuse occurring at the hands of parents with which the state must deal. Second, it shows the raced and gendered nature of the child abuse and neglect system. Single parents, and particularly single parents of color, are seen as bad parents; white married parents are not. In accord with the title of this panel, disadvantage is criminalized, while privilege is exemplary.

One more statistic—in New York, less than 5% of the children in foster care are white. Thus, (and this is not, of course, a new point) it is primarily single mothers of color who face civil removal of chil-

33. See Cahn, Women's Work, supra note 2.
34. See, e.g., Becker, supra note 29 (arguing that holding mothers responsible and facilitating their escape from abusive households protects the well-being of the children); Linda J. Lacey, "O Wind, Remind Him That I Have No Children": Infertility and Feminist Jurisprudence, 5 Mich. J. Gender & L. 163 (1998) (discussing infertility from the perspective of an infertile woman).
35. See Carole Jenny, M.D. et al., Analysis of Missed Cases of Abusive Head Trauma, 281 JAMA 621, 621 (Feb. 17, 1999). In white children, 37.4% of abuse head trauma cases were missed; in Black children, 19% of the cases were missed; in intact families, 40.2% of the cases were missed; in single parent households, 18.7% of the cases were missed. See id. at 623.
children and criminal penalties for their mothering. As Dorothy Roberts has argued, prosecutions of drug-addicted pregnant Black women "are better understood as a way of punishing Black women for having babies rather than as a way of protecting Black fetuses." The racism and sexism of the criminal justice system, however, do not mean that children are not getting hurt—children are being neglected, abused, and killed by their caretakers. Childhood, while the topic of elegiac moralizing, is nonetheless deprivilegizing because children simply cannot speak for themselves. The issues, certainly in neglect, concern whether the legal system can help keep children safe, rather than whether it should punish mothers.

For feminists, there is a divide between those who define themselves as protecting children by focusing on children, and those who want to protect children by placing them in a familial context. This dilemma appears most visibly with respect to whether children should remain in their families of origin. There are advocates for children who believe that children should be removed from mothers with drug or alcohol addictions, regardless of how these women perform as parents. There are other advocates for children who believe children should be adopted as quickly as possible—that parental rights should be terminated as soon as possible after a child is removed. Without support for parents, however, this position clearly threatens their rights.

Within the feminist community, we have addressed issues concerning women's special connection to children in several different ways. When it comes to abortion, we have (generally) firmly placed our-

38. Roberts, supra note 4, at 154.
41. See United States Department of Health and Human Services, Adoption 2002: The President's Initiative on Adoption and Foster Care: A Response to the Presidential Executive Memorandum on Adoption 10-11 (noting that some members of the expert working group that developed the guidelines believed that parents who had failed to complete substance abuse treatment prior to their involvement with the abuse and neglect system need not be provided with reasonable family reunification efforts).
42. See Elizabeth Bartholet, Nobody's Child: Abuse and Neglect, Foster Drift, and the Adoption Alternative 176-204 (1999). For further discussion of these issues, see Naomi R. Cahn, Children's Interests in a Familial Context: Poverty, Foster Care, and Adoption, 60 Ohio St. L.J. 1189 (forthcoming 1999) [hereinafter Cahn, Children's Interests].
43. See, e.g., Roberts, supra note 4 (discussing the lack of drug treatment for pregnant women and the subsequent prosecution of black drug-addicted mothers).
selves behind (in front of) women's right to choose.\textsuperscript{44} In child custody at divorce, we have splintered: some advocating maternal deference, some joint custody, some best interest of the child, and some advocating primary caretaker. For child abuse and neglect, we have focused on battered mothers who abuse or neglect. In adoption, we have begun to focus on the interests of the biological mother as well as those of the adoptive mother and adoptee.\textsuperscript{45}

The problem is that women are socialized, as an overall matter, to care more about children than are men;\textsuperscript{46} and thus, do feel especially responsible rather than equivalently responsible when they co-parent with a man. This delicate balance—protecting children without subordinating women, or, put another way, protecting women without subordinating children—is very difficult. The needs of two outsider groups clearly conflict at certain points,\textsuperscript{47} as do the issues at the heart of this conference, because race, class, sex, and sexuality are critical in defining the interests of women and children in this context.

It is important not to be paralyzed by this potential conflict. We can, instead, rephrase the problem. The question in the criminal justice system is whether to focus on punishing women or making children safer. The current focus is on the former. If we change the focus, and think about making children safer in the context of their families, then this should help both women and children. Where there really is abuse, then perhaps the criminal justice system really needs to get involved. Where neglect is involved, we should, perhaps, move to decriminalization, relying instead on civil remedies and actions. The line between abuse and neglect is, of course, somewhat difficult, but it is clear at the extremes. Putting the emphasis on children in the context of families and communities can serve to help change the law and the law’s focus on punishing mothers. Along these lines, it is critically important to provide sufficient financial support so that women can

\textsuperscript{44} For a sensitive approach to these issues, see Tracy Higgins, Note, Rethinking (M)otherhood: Feminist Theory and State Regulation of Pregnancy, 103 Harv. L. Rev. 1325, 1333-35 (1990).


\textsuperscript{46} See Rhona Mahoney, Kidding Ourselves: Breadwinning, Babies, and Bargaining Power (1995); Laura Kessler, Employment Discrimination Laws and Women's Cultural Caregiving: The Limits of Economic and Liberal Political Theory (unpublished manuscript on file with author). The problem is, really, that men are inadequately socialized in this area.

escape abusive situations with their children. Enforcement of domestic violence laws will also remove abusers.

Neglect itself, in the absence of abuse, is correlated with poverty. Providing better financial support to women will help in neglectful situations. Our ultimate goal should be to do away with the situations that lead to neglect. Children are still protected through a civil system that can take action to protect children and remove them from their families of origin, and women should not be criminally punished for their mothering. Even when women know of their partners’ abuse, for example, they perhaps should not be held criminally liable for failure to act. Punishing mothers does not universally protect children, especially given a racist criminal justice system.

I think this is an example of where women’s and children’s interests intersect—and so I leave for another day the harder issues involved in child abuse. The line between abuse and neglect is hard to draw, and there are many hard cases. But a mother’s drug or alcohol use should not be an example of criminal neglect, even if it might necessitate child protective services involvement.

The tension amongst criminalization, providing safety and punishment that underlie the purposes of the criminal justice system, issues of women’s autonomy and privilege, and issues of women’s subordination in society recurs throughout the criminal justice system when women are both victims and criminals. Domestic violence and marital and statutory rape prosecutions are examples of women as victims, while prostitution and abuse and neglect prosecutions are examples of situations where women are the defendants. In each of these areas, feminists have questioned whether women are treated as individuals or as members of a class, whether women’s special connections, to men or to children or to other women, justify special treatment.

In each of these areas, there are important social and economic issues that provide the context for criminalization. These issues are all too frequently overlooked in both the development and implementation of the criminal law. In domestic violence, women may be financially and socially dependent on their abusers. In rape cases, the event of rape becomes “not just unwanted but terrifying and terrorizing.” In prostitution, women’s economic subordination plays a role in women’s “choice” of prostitution. In abuse and neglect prosecutions, women receive insufficient support from society for their

48. See Cahn, Children’s Interests, supra note 42.
49. Nor should it be the basis of the mother’s failure to receive reasonable efforts to reunify her family, if her child is removed. See supra note 41 and accompanying text.
50. West, supra note 2, at 102.
mothering. In lesbian relationships, the attempt to exist outside of a heterosexual paradigm is threatening. The mere attempt to criminalize, or not, reflects tensions outside of the particular behavior under review, and may or may not ultimately deter the underlying behavior. For example, in California, which enforces a strict law against statutory rape, "there is scant evidence that enforcing statutory rape laws will affect the sexual behaviors of teenagers or will result in lower rates of teenage pregnancy." This is because the reasons for teenage female sexual involvement range from emotional and psychological needs to economic needs. Criminalizing the behavior, while important, does not address the actual reasons for the behavior, and thus, by itself, cannot provide a meaningful solution to the problem.

Or take domestic violence. The criminalization of domestic violence results in mixed consequences for women. Studies have shown that almost 30% of female homicide victims were killed by their former husbands or boyfriends, and the rate of violence against women separated from their abusers is twenty-five times that of women who stay. Prosecution rarely results in significant jail time, and orders of protection are often violated. Criminalization thus increases a woman's exposure to violence and death. Where public accountability for an abuser's behavior is initiated by the state, a woman may thus have incentives to actively or passively thwart the actions of the state. In addition to facing danger, poverty, and feelings of disloyalty (whether to their communities or to their abusers, who may also be father to their children), women may also feel shame and embarrassment of the public airing of the violence. Limiting the batterer's control through criminalization does not necessarily stop him from abusing, but may provoke him to abuse more or even kill. Because criminalization does not address the emotional or financial obstacles faced by battered women, criminalization alone is insufficient.

This discussion is not meant as an argument against criminalization in all contexts. Instead, I have argued that criminalization by itself is an insufficient response to the underlying problems. Rather, the crim-

52. Hollenberg, supra note 7, at 277. Of course, there is a debate over the justification for statutory rape laws—they may be based on deterrence or retribution.
53. See id.
55. See Mills, Killing Her Softly, supra note 22, at 554.
inal justice system must work with, must provide support to, and must be supported by a civil remedial system that pays attention to the needs of both victims and perpetrators.

Using claims of morality when it comes to women in the criminal justice system can help to illustrate the lack of neutrality in the criminal law as well as the limits of the criminal law. On the other hand, these claims are fraught with danger lest they seem to excuse, or justify, women’s behavior with impunity. If the criminal law is tempered with an understanding of the realities of women’s lives, with an appreciation for social justice, then use of these claims becomes much less necessary. In order to sensitize, reform, and change the criminal justice system, pointing out women’s needs is a critical intermediate strategy. For example, the perpetuation of domestic violence is incomprehensible without an understanding of women’s status in society; the enforcement of domestic violence laws is similarly incomprehensible without such an understanding combined with systems of male privilege and women’s subordination. These understandings are also critical in understanding the criminalization, or lack thereof, of all crimes that particularly affect women.

56. See Roberts, supra note 4, at 312; West, supra note 2, at 257-58.
